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e question from each unit. Q.1 is compulsory.

QI (a) It is impossible to me s re h, Y, Z parameters at microwave frequencies .Why?

(b) 'Transit time effect's ts limitation to the high frequency behaviour of conventional

vacuum tubes but it la s a vital role in the operation of the Klystrons. How?

(c) What is slow wave t cture? Why do you need a slow wave structure in TWT

amplifier?

(d) What are transit time de ices?

(e) Explain different type 0 microwave filters. (5x5=25)

UNIT-I

Q2 (a) How waveguides ar ifferent from two wire transmission lines? Discuss the

similarities and dissi il rities. (5)

(b) An air filled rectang la waveguide of inside dimensions 7x3.5cm operates in the

dominant mode. (7.5)

(i) Find the cut off fr q ency.

(ii) Determine the ph s velocity of wave in the guide at a frequency of 3.5 GHz.

(iii) Determine the gu'de wavelength at the same frequency.

Q3 (a) State the Maxwell's e u tions and explain their physicalsignificance. (7.5)

(b) The dominant mode s ropagating in rectangular waveguide of dimensions a=6cm,

b=4cm. The distance b tween a maxima and minimum is 4.47cm. Determine the

signal frequency at t e ominant mode. (5)

UNIT-II

Q4 (a) Explain the operatio 0 E-H plane Tee junction. Why it is referred to as Magic Tee.

Derive its scattering a rix. (5)

(b) What is velocity mod la ion? How it is utilized in Klystron amplifier? (2.5)

(c) A three port circular h s an insertion loss of IdB, Isolation 30dB and VSWR=1.5.

Find the scattering at'. (5)

Q5 (a) Explain the principle of icrowave circular and also write its scattering matrix. (5)

(b) Why isolator is conn ct d in microwave experiment bench after microwave source? (2.5)

(c) An X-band pulsed yl ndrical Magnetron has following operating parameters -

Anode voltage (Vo)=2 KV, Beam current (10)=27A, Magnetic flux density

(Bo)=O.336wbjm2, R di s of cathode cylinder (a)=5cm, Radius of vane edge to

centre(b)= lOcm . co p te:- (5)

(i) The cyclotron an ul r frequency. (ii)The cut off voltage for a fixed Bo.

(iii)The cut off magn ti flux density for fixed Vo.

Q6 (a) Explain the operatio

(b) Why Ge and GeAs i

tunnel diode?

(c) For a transit time d

velocity and is equ

frequency of 8GHz.

UNIT-III

o Gunn diode with the help of two valley model. (5)

t e most commonly used semiconductor material for making

(2.5)

ain mode, the domain velocity is equal to the carrier drift

t lO7cmjsec. Determine the drift length of the diode at a

(5)

of the power meter for low range microwave power

(7.5)

measuring unknown impedance of a terminating load in a

(5)

(a) Explain the princi Ie

measurement.

(b) Explain any method 0

microwave system.

Q (a) What is transferre electron effect? What are the semiconductor material

characteristics requi ed for it to exhibit the effect? (7.5)

(b) Why PIN diodes ar ore suitable for high frequency switching applications as

compared to PN Jun ti n diode. (5)

UNIT-IV

Q (a) Calculate the VSW 0 a transmission system operating at IOGHz. Assume TEIO

wave transmission in ide the wave guide of dimensions a=4cm, b=2cm. The

distance measured b teen twice minimum power points is Imm on a slotted line. (5)

(b) Derive formula for r d range equation. Compare pulsed radar with CW Doppler

radar. (7.5)
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